
CAC Kids trip to Stoney Littleton Long Barrow, 17th May 2012 

 

 
 
It was at noon on a bright May Sunday that the CAC Kids met at Stoney Littleton long barrow for an 
afternoon of exploration, science and fun.  
 
This wasn’t the first time that the Clifton Antiquarian Club have had shown an interest in this 
magnificent reconstructed long barrow, a perusal of Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the Clifton 
Antiquarian Club of 1886 will reveal a paper by John Beddoe concerning the human remains. As was 
common for the time, the paper focused mainly on the dimensions of the skulls with a view to 
determining the social status of those interred, with some interesting conclusions. For example, 
Beddoe stated that there was "little doubt" that practice analogous to the Hindu Sutti, the 
dispatching of the unfortunate (and cranially inferior) dependants of the deceased and internment 



with the "chief".  One interesting point that Beddoe did make was to draw comparisons with the 
remains at Uley, visited by our CAC Kids several months ago.  
 
Following up this research 126 years later and, with no skulls available to study,  we decided to study 
the dimensions of the monument itself and indeed to embark on a new CAC Kids “Measurement 
Project”. This is a new endeavour that, over the course of the summer, will see us measuring all sorts 
of stuff. In due course, the results will contribute to a new publication – The CAC Kids Transactions, 
recording the activities of this eminent organisation and is likely to comprise papers written by the 
youngest archaeologists ever.  
 
The research began with some general exploration of the monument followed by a picnic lunch and 

some face painting after which it was time to roll up the sleeves and get on with some proper 

fieldwork.  

 
Examining a chamber 

 
The first step was to simply look at the monument. It was noticed that it was not on flat ground but  
sloped down at the tail end. Our CAC Kids also noticed the stonework and general shape, and set  
about putting this to paper. We had posed a number of research questions to answer:  
 
1. Which direction is the monument facing?  
 
2. How long, tall and wide is the monument?  
 
4. Which end of the monument is widest?  
 
5. How long is the passage?  
 
6. What part is bigger – the inside or the outside?  



 
Drawing the monument 

 
 
The first stage was orientation. Our methodology was to issue each CAC Kid with a compass and to 
allocate them a bearing, hence Jaimee was South, Sophie was East, Hannah was West and George 
was North. Popping our CAC Kids into place, it was clear that the monument faced between Sophie 
and Jaimee (below)  – South East. 
 

 



With George appointed as site director, clipboard and scale in hand, we set off with the tape 
measures to ascertain the length, breadth and height of the monument and with the following 
results:  
 
Length:    32.2 metres  
Breadth at the terminal end:  15.4 metres  
Breadth at the front:   7.4 metres  
Height of the highest point:  2.6 metres  
Length of the passage:  14.7 metres 
 
This told us that the monument is trapezoidal – a word guaranteed to ensure our CAC Kids would be 
awarded literacy certificates back at school. It was firmly concluded that the monument was bigger 
on the outside than the inside 
 

 

 
  

  

  

  

The team taking measurements 
 
 
 
 
 



Finally, it was time for somebody to dare venture to the very end of the passage with the tape and it 
was Sophie, George and Sophie that bravely took on the task. We then measured the height of the 
passage to estimate the depth of the earthworks above (about 1 metre). Whilst in the monument, 
the opportunity was taken to explore the chambers and consider some of the architectural 
characteristics, such as “doorways” and the different type of stone work. The ammonite at the 
entrance was also noted. 
 

 
Our site director for the day 

 
 
With the surveying completed, we had some science to do, and with the sun still cooperatively 
shining, we reached for the CAC prisms to make some rainbows and to discuss the properties of light  
and colour. 
 

  
Making Rainbows 

 
Finally it was time for some rugby and general running about and then the stroll back down the hill 
to the cars. Stopping off at the Watermill in Rode for some hard earned ale for the adults and some 
Sunday dinner, we concluded another excellent and we hope, vaguely educational, day out for our 
CAC Kids. Thank you to everybody who came, George Swann, Hannah Swann, Jaimee Ellwood, 
Sophie Ellwood and Sophie Shattock. It was also a particularly pleasant surprise to see Celia Haddon, 
who also joined us for the day. 


